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David Rigby: Smart Coaching & Training 
 30 years consulting in 22 countries , many Middle East 
 25 years’ experience on customer facing business change and process transformation projects, either as a project manager, business analyst or leading programmes for PWC. 
 C-me Colour Profiling and Signature Courses on leadership, diversity, team-building, coaching, personal branding, presentation, communication and customer service. 
 Radio Presenter UK, lifestyle column for Al Arabiya Newsirst working in the Middle East twenty years ago he has more than Applying NLP, emotional intelligence and mindfulness within consulting roles and with individual coaching clients. 
 He is a practitioner of Prince2, Managing Successful Programmes and NLP. Qualified in ITIL, business mentoring and life coaching and a Mathematics          :    |    |     |    |  |    |  |  |  |          |    |  |     |  |   |   |     |    |    |    |   
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David is a very effective educator, coach and speaker. His delivery is very engaging and he presents in a way that everyone could understand. 

 

 
It was a very enlightening experience to understand myself more as a professional and understand my team better to support and enhance their 
skills 

 
This training was great step in my life 

 
My compliments to Mr. Rigby for his ability to deal with the challenges of a multi-cultural class  

 
David ran an excellent course on the International Certification in Advanced Leadership Skills leveraging a unique interpersonal style that made 
fun learning 

 
You can learn from him just by listening to him speaking  

 
Delivery was fantastic/ delivery was exceptional  

 

  

 
Certified for Actvet with Global Vision  

       

 

 “It was a very enlightening experience to understand myself more as a professional 
and understand my team better to support and enhance their skills” “My 
compliments to Mr. Rigby for his ability to deal with the challenges of a multi-
cultural class ” “This training was great step in my life” “You can learn from him 
just by listening to him speaking” “ Delivery was fantastic/ delivery was exceptional” 
Various training delegates   

 We all absolutely enjoyed David’s presentations. Without question, David is a very 
effective educator, coach, and speaker. He presented at the recent Student Career 
Development Conference 2015 at Abu Dhabi University. David’s delivery was very 
engaging and he presented it in a way that everyone in the audience of 500 could 
understand”. Career Development Manager at Abu Dhabi University 

 “David ran an excellent course on the International Certification in Advanced 
Leadership Skills programme. He used his professional depth and business breath to 
great effect, leveraging a unique interpersonal style that made for fun learning. Well 
done David.” Chief Executive Officer Braincraft Limited 

 "Swim in a different pool" these words stay in my mind. When I met David, he 
reminded me not to be afraid to swim in a different pool meaning to totally change 
direction in my career and do something new. Well, I have been fulfilling my passion 
in hotel industry in a few different fields from the start and once again I am now 
swimming in a different pool. Thanks David.” HR & Training Manager at Novotel 
& Ibis Abu Dhabi Hotels 

 “David is perceptive where others miss things. If the situation is ambiguous, he will 
help frame it. If there is a question on where to go next, David is able to come up with 
a creative plan that is very much out of the box. In other words, there is an 
enlightened thinker who is able to think strategically and come up with next steps. 
David is top notch and I am grateful for his insights and thoughts. An asset to any 
client.” Journalist, International Business/Policy Strategist, Communications 
Consultant  
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70% of change programmes fail 
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Pressures 

Threats 

Uncertainties 

Current State 

Continue to deliver 
agreed services 

Within agreed budgets 
(including existing staff & 
resources) Shorter Waiting Lists 

Fewer complaints 

Future State 

Reduced prescription 
costs 

Greater patient 
satisfaction 

Enhanced staff morale 
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Process Re-design 

Change-over 

Communication 

HR project 
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resources) Shorter Waiting Lists 
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Benefits 

Benefit Management 

e.g.  
•Shorter waiting l.its 
•Fewer complaints 
•Reduced prescription costs 

Project D Project C Project B Project A 

Deliverables e.g. New 
computers 

e.g. Improved 
Comms network 

e.g. Business 
process 

e.g. New 
software 

e.g. Trained staff 

Programme 1 Programme 2 

e.g. universal e-mail Capabilities 
e.g.electronic patient records 

Project Benefit Model 
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Employee Resistance to Change  
? 
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Employee Resistance to Change  
May lose job 
Skills built up over years suddenly worthless 
No longer the expert. 
Loss of face – having to learn new skills  
Employability has to be relearnt.  
Silo management – my silo has shrunk 
What’s in it for me? 
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Kubler Ross Transitions curve 
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What can be done about it 
Recognise it 
Support It  
But how?  
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Kotter 8 step change model 
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Kotter’s eight steps -1 
Increase urgency - inspire people to move, make objectives real and relevant. 
Build the guiding team - get the right people in place with the right emotional commitment, and the right mix of skills and levels. 
Get the vision right - get the team to establish a simple vision and strategy, focus on emotional and creative aspects necessary to drive service and           ,   , ,       '              
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Kotter’s eight steps - 2 
Empower action - Remove obstacles, enable constructive feedback and lots of support from leaders - reward and recognise progress and achievements. 
Create short-term wins - Set aims that are easy to achieve - in bite-size chunks. Manageable numbers of initiatives. Finish current stages before starting new ones. 
Don't let up - Foster and encourage determination and                           , ,         
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Understand the Case for Change.  
What is the background for the change?  What has led up to this need to change? 
What challenges we facing now that will cripple us if we don’t begin addressing them today?  What is the impact of these challenges? 
What will happen if we stay the same?  Why should we act now? 
What are we going to have to let go of and why?  
What will the change require?  What will it cost us to change?  What will it      ?        ?  
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Creating a Compelling Vision 
The compelling vision is what the change will look like when it’s fully implemented. US President John Kennedy was the master of vision statements when he challenged America to 
“land a man on the moon within the decade.”  America First ! 

The vision needs to be so clear that everyone gets it. No management mumbo-jumbo; no statistics that are meaningless to most people; no negative visioning.                                           
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Communicate Case and Vision  
Most change initiatives fail because the Case for Change has not been made strongly enough and communicated sufficiently to all stakeholders in the change process.  
Often, it’s only leaders and managers who understand why the change is important.   
Every manager needs to be able to articulate the Compelling Vision and the Case for Change in a 2-minute elevator speech   
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Communication  
Who  
What 
How  
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Stakeholders 
What are the stakeholders? 
Who are stakeholders? 
An approach for a stakeholder 

How much a risk are they for the project – how do they need to be treated 
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Example Stakeholders 
? 
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Example Stakeholders 
Workers – those undergoing change 
Workers – those not undergoing change 
Management and Board Executives  
Competition 
Customers 
Suppliers 
Politicians  
Press – newspapers and those who supply media 
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Ways of communicating to stakeholders 
? 
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Ways of communicating to stakeholders 
Press release 
Emails and letters 
Social Media 
Presenting to Stakeholders 
Talking to Stakeholders  
We could always try communicating WITH stakeholders. 
Listening , Inviting feedback in a safe way,   
Inviting feedback to get the truth.  Influencing.  
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How important are the stakeholders 
Which ones you should be spending the most time with? 
Most time with the most important stakeholders?  
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How important are the stakeholders 
Which ones you should be spending the most time with? 
Most time with the most important stakeholders?  
The ones who by their influence can jeopardise the programme 
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Communicating with a stakeholder type 
Think about  
how you might (two way) communicate with the workers. 
How you might communicate with the partners/parents of the workers.  (to influence). 
How you might communicate with a newspaper or blog or TV.    
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How do you like people to communicate with you  How do you like people to communicate with you? 
How do you like to communicate with people?  
Each stakeholder is an individual. 
Each one will have different preferences.  
Some preferences are influenced by  
Age, sex, race, religion, nationality, where they are located (site, country)             ,       
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Cultural issues 
In Asian countries 
In Western Cultures  
In Arabic Cultures  
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Cultural issues 
In Asian countries 

It is impolite to question authority  
It is unusual to make decisions on your own or even in a team 
Very difficult to get honest opinions. 
You cannot tell your peer to do something – you have to ask his boss 

In Western Cultures  
Authority is questioned all the time ( or should be) 
Just because you are old doesn’t mean you are wise. Some are incapable of making decisions.               ,               
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Baby Boomers and Millennials 
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Baby Boomers and Millennials 
Millennials would rather die than talk to anyone 
No attention span.   
Baby Boomers – little grasp of technology. 
Prefer conversation.  
Men vs women?  Not going there….  
And in addition to any type casting on all of the above 
Each of us has personal preferences How we give information , how we receive information, how we     
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Building Communication 
Depends on  
what stakeholder role (and some people have many) and what risk it might be.   
What you are trying to achieve and how you might achieve it 
The individual you are trying to communicate with 
YOU and how you like to communicate/ be communicated with  
Just because YOU like to be communicated with in a specific way doesn t mean                     
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Communicating with others  
 Understand Self 

Understand Others 

Adapt and Connect 
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Personality Preference : Thinking  
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Personality Preference : Feeling  
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Four Colours  
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People Characteristics  
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 أطباع و سلوكيات الشخصيات 
  األزرق لطيف
  حِذر
  دقيق
   مباَشر و صريح
  مستفِسر
  رسمي
   تحليلي

  األخضر األرض
  يهتّم بآلخرين
  محبوب
 ع  ُمشجِّ
  مشارك
  صبور
  مرتاح

 

 نارياألحمر   

  منافس
  متطلِّب
  قوي العزيمة
  طموح
  قائد

 

  األصفر مشِّع كالشمس
  اجتماعي
  ديناميكي
  تبسيطي
  متحمِّس
  ُمقَنع
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Team Contributions  
What our colourful participants bring to the team  
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 Do you want the stakeholder to adopt your style? 
 Do you want yourself to adopt the communication style of the stakeholders ? 
 Do you expect all stakeholders of the same type (e.g. customers) to be the same – and communicate the same way to all of them?             

40 

You Stakeholder as 
an individual 
Customer 
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Communication in Change Management 
Who – Individuals  

Individuals have communication preferences as well as diversity-based  characteristics 
Who – stakeholders 

Roles – ways of communicating depends on stakeholder roles and the degree of risk and influencing capability 
What 

Managing the Kubler Ross Transitions, Sharing vision, case for change, progress.  Giving encouragement, Issuing Instructions, giving thanks, benef How  , , , ,     ,  , , ,  ,   , ,   
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Change 
Management: The 
importance of good 

communication. David Rigby   
www.smartcoachingtraining.com 
Whatsapp and UK +447788425688  +971 558921134 +34 642617409 
+44 333 5660067 +971 47094225   

 

http://www.smartcoachingtraining.com/
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